JC virus intranuclear inclusions associated with PML-NBs: analysis by electron microscopy and structured illumination microscopy.
Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy is a fatal demyelinating disorder caused by JC virus infection. JC virus was recently found to target promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies (PML-NBs), punctuate domains in the nuclei. Thus, the virus progenies cluster in dots as intranuclear inclusions (ie, as dot-shaped inclusions). In the present study, both the viral major and minor capsid proteins were expressed from polycistronic expression vectors with a powerful promoter, and formation into virus-like particles (VLPs) was examined by electron microscopy. When the upstream regulatory sequence including the agnogene (nt 275 to 490) was present, capsid protein expression was suppressed, but numerous VLPs were efficiently formed with restricted accumulation to PML-NBs. VLPs were uniform, and the cells were severely degraded. In contrast, when the 5' terminus of the agnogene (nt 275 to 409; 135 bp) was deleted, capsid protein expression was markedly enhanced, but VLPs were more randomly produced in the nucleus outside of PML-NBs. VLPs were pleomorphic, and cell degradation was minimal. JC virus association with PML-NBs was confirmed in human brain tissues by structured illumination microscopy. PML-NBs were shaped in spherical shells, with viral capsid proteins circumscribing the surface. These findings indicate that PML-NBs are intranuclear locations for pathogenic JC virus proliferation. Either the agnogene or its product likely supports efficient progeny production at PML-NBs, leading to subsequent degeneration of host glial cells.